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Charlotte Ljunggren, Airport Director Göteborg Landvetter Airport
Landvetter airports role in the dynamic region
The airport is an integral part of the region and collaboration is
essential for successful growth. 7 million passengers in 2018 and
a lot of investment in the airport and airport city are on the agenda.
What are the key drivers and success factors for continued growth?

Per Vorberg, Mayor Municipality of Härryda
Landvetter Södra – The new modern and human city 5 min from the terminal check-in
New rail connection between the airport and Gothenburg makes planning
new cities along the track a reality. Building a completely new city with
25000+ inhabitants is a great opportunity. The hurdles, challenges and the
race to build something sustainable in a high growth area.

Per Kristersson, Senior regional planner, GR
Creating surface access to the airport is a challenge!
Surface access to the airport represents a large part of CO2 emissions caused
by air traffic. To be able to reduce the air traffic-related environmental footprint
many considerations is needed. Public transport, more environmentally
friendly vehicles, less car use are some of the initiatives ARC has previously
addressed. By looking at land use planning an increased density and less
urban sprawl enables a more sustainable and effective public transport. Also
when you need to fly to your destination!

Janne Hellåker, Drive Sweden
Urban Mobility 3.0
How will self-driving vehicles change the way we move? How can the new
mobility help us redesign our cities? What are the different scenarios, will we
have a mobility heaven or hell?

Erik Thune, Project manager Cable car, City of Gothenburg
City Cable car
The city is growing and the river is dividing its two parts. Is a new cable car
the solution and how can it be incorporated into the public transport system?
https://stadsutveckling.goteborg.se/sv/projekt/stadslinbana

Erica Eneqvist, Mistra Urban future
The city as a testbed for future innovations

Arja Lukin, Project Director, Airport City Aviapolis, City of Vantaa
Smart and clean mobility solutions at and around Helsinki airport
Helsinki - Tallinn tunnel, Flightrail and development of multimodal transport
hub at the Airport and in Aviapolis – Smart and Clean mobility solutions.

Title and speaker to be confirmed

Volvo Bus

Dr Robert Broström, Senior Technical Leader UX & Malin Labecker, Director UX Development, Volvo Cars
Transformation of a car user experience
A car manufacturer’s perspective on ownership, connectivity, autonomous
driving and electrification.

